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ビッター法による可視化磁区画像から磁化特性の抽
出






































































(a) Entire Measurement System 
 
(b) Yoke and Exciting Coil 
Fig.1 Experimental device for magnetic wall observation 
 
  
Table 1 Various Constants used in the Experiment 






















(a) 0[s]    (b) 0.28[s] 
 
(c) 0.56[s]     (d) 0.84[s] 
Fig.2 Example of Magnetic Wall Flame Images 
Sample: Soft Iron 






(a) 0[s] (b) 0.28[s] 
 
(c) 0.56[s]    (d) 0.84[s] 
Fig.3 Example of Magnetic Wall Flame Images 
Sample: Silicon Steel 
 Fig. 5は Fig.4に示す無方向性珪素鋼板を 4等分した場
合全体の磁化特性と各部分の磁化特性を示す。 




















(f) B-H loop at Upper Right (g) B-H loop at Lower Right 
Fig.4 Entire and Local B-H Loops of 






3．１/ f ゆらぎ周波数部分の可視化 


























Fig.5  Typical Fourier Power Spectra 
 3.2 磁性体の１/ f ゆらぎ周波数部分の可視化 
飽和磁束密度は最も高いが鉄損も大きい軟鉄における１/















White : 1/f Frequency 
Fig.6  Extracted 1/f frequency fluctuation parts in soft iron. 
 
White : 1/f Frequency 
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Extraction of Magnetization characteristic 
From Visualized Magnetic Domain Images by Bitter Method 
 
Takashi Sunaga Masaaki Teranishi Yoshihuru Saito 
Graduate School of Engineering，  Hosei University 
Summary. 
 
The Bitter method is most commonly observing way of the magnetic domains even though it is limited to the surface 
observation of specimen. To observe the magnetic domains by Bitter method, magnetic liquid is put on the target 
magnetic material after electrical field polishing process. Applying magnetic field to this magnetic material covered by 
magnetic fluid makes it possible to observe the magnetic domain dynamics by a microscope.  
We have previously reported that local magnetization characteristics could be obtained from the visualized magnetic 
domain dynamics. 
Final purpose of our research on visualized magnetic domain dynamics is to work out a fully automatic quality control 
system for the thin magnetic materials by visualizing the magnetic domain dynamics.  
In the present paper, we try to extract the magnetic domain locations exhibiting 1/f fluctuated frequency movement 
from the dynamic magnetic domains because it may be considered one of the causes of magnetic noise as well as chaotic 
behaviors.  
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